
A happy home makes a happy day.
Tons of project inspiration inside!

Duck Cloth DIYs
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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LET’S EAT
With a designer-inspired DIY lunch bag, 
suddenly brown-bagging it doesn’t sound 
so bad. Tip: Use a cotton fabric for the 
lining to give the bag more flexibility.

UNDER COVER
With a DIY duck cloth cover (modified from Simplicity 1339), 
keeping tabs on your tablet is as easy as online shopping.

KEEP IN CLUTCH
For something that keeps your phone, 
keys and other everyday essentials safe, 
you can’t go wrong with sturdy (yet 
stylish) duck cloth and Simplicity 8028.
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CLOSER LOOK
We gave these gorgeous pleats even 
more texture by stitching down the panel 
and then up (against the pleats), alternating 
the direction every three inches.

REST IT OUT
Pillows that double as focal pieces call for the duck cloth treatment. Weave 
strips through eyelets (map print), add pleats (lattice print), incorporate tassel 
trim (polka dot)—or anything else you can dream up.
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ALL SET
Duck cloth is available in so many designs it’s 
impossible to pick a favorite. But for these 
placemats, we didn’t have to choose just one. 
We made them with 12” x 17” pieces and got 
six reversible mats with just two yards of fabric.

TOTE VOTE
This country-chic tote is sure to 
go wherever you go. Since duck 
cloth is a thick fabric, use strong 
thread so your tote stays as 
ready-for-anything as you are.
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FLOOR FORM
A rope-inspired rug minus
the rope? Twist 3” strips of 
duck cloth into rope-like strands, 
and coil them into a rug shape, 
zigzag stitching to secure as you 
go. Tip: This technique is great 
for smaller-scale projects like 
coasters and placemats too.

FOR THE BIN
Duck cloth bins (made 
with Simplicity 8309) 
mean shopping trips 
are as fashion-friendly 
as they are eco-friendly. 
And they’re collapsible—
so they save space and 
the environment.



WALL TALE
How to turn de-cluttering 
into decorating: DIY a wall 
organizer. We used duck 
cloth for the base and 
pockets and embellished 
with fringe trim, leather 
straps and decorative tacks.

TWEET SPOT
We give you permission 
to judge this book by 
its lovely duck cloth 
cover. Decorative extras: 
coordinating fabric for 
the spine and a fleece-
backed applique for 
texture. Tip: Add a ½” 
seam allowance to the 
book’s measurements to 
ensure a good fit.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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